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Lock and latch
maintenance guide
Rebate sets
If the lock/latch is to be fitted into a rebated edged door, then a rebate conversion set will be necessary, available in brass or silver 
finishes.
Select the appropriate rebate set reference from the tables below... - ‘E’ denotes E-Series Range.

Nylon Box Keep
M52.17

M52.08

Strikeplates
M52.01 rounded
M52.07 rounded
M52.13 rounded
M52.18 rounded
M52.03 square
M52.11 square
M52.14 square
M52.19 square

Forends
M52.21 rounded
M52.25 rounded
M52.27 rounded
M52.33 rounded
M52.20 square
M52.24 square
M52.26 square
M52.32 square

Key Blanks
M52.16A
M52.16B

To suit lock/latch
M51.01, M51.03, M51.09, M51.11, 
M51.12, M51.14
M51.05, M51.07, M51.08, M51.13

To suit lock/latch
M51.01
M51.05, M51.07, M51.08, M51.13
M51.09
M51.IT, M51.12, M51.14
M51.01
M51.05, M51.07, M51.08, M51.13
M51.09
M5L.TI, M51. 12, M51.14

To suit lock/latch
M51.01
M51.05, M51.07, M51.08, M51.13
M51.09
M5I.11, M51.12, M51.14
M51.01
M51.05, M51.07, M51.08, M51.13
M51.09
M51.11, M51.12, M5 L.14

To suit lock/latch
M51.05, M51.11
M51.05, M51.11

The general fitting instructions for the lock/latch are as above, however the lock should be fitted flush with the edge of the doorleaf, 
with the lock part of the rebate set fitted behind the forend to fill the rebate. The strike plate supplied with the lock/latch should be 
fixed inside the strike part of the rebate set and fitted to the inside rebated door edge.
NB: A square strikeplate is required for use with the rebate set, a rounded strikeplate will not fit.

Accessories and spare parts
The following can be available on request..

Replacement forends & strikeplates can be supplied in the following finishes...
PVD Polished Brass - Polished Stainless Steel - Satin Stainless Steel.

Inspection and maintenance
Locks and Latches should be checked regularly to ensure correct fitting and function.
Locks and latches fitted to doors which are liable to seasonal movement should ideally be checked during periods of weather changes.
Fixings should be checked to ensure they are all present and screwed in securely.
Moving parts should be lubricated with WD40 or Tri-flo or similar.
Check bolts and strike plates for signs of wear that could indicate misalignment. Bolts should throw into strikeplates centrally.
Any lock or latch with missing parts, or showing signs of damage or wear should be replaced.

Testing
With exception of E-Series products, the Firemongery® Products range of Locks and Latches has been tested to EN12209:2003 and are 
certified to bear the CE mark.
The range is also suitable for fitting to FD30 rated fire door assemblies.
Copies of certificates and test reports are available on request.

Lock/Latch
M51.01 & E51.01
M51.03
M51.05 & E51.05
M51.07 & E51.07

Rebate Set
M52.10
M52.05
M52.09
M52.09

Lock/Latch
M51.08
M51.09
M51.IT

Rebate Set
M52.09
M52.12
M52.23

Lock/Latch
M51.12
M51.13
M51.14

Rebate Set
M52.23
M52.09
M52.23


